Hajdú
In the Age of Schizophrenia brute and practical modernism, which was about to become even more brute and practical.
These flat regular modernist surfaces are punctuated and textured with evidence of life being led. Life spills across them, across their standardized boundaries. Life is strung out over balconies, it litters the stairwells, it occupies the corridors and common areas, with people relaxing, socializing, marrying. It engages in illegal activities as work and business infiltrate public space-a very Saigonese phenomenon. It cuts across the rules and regulations of management, until management makes a perfunctory response, and everyone scurries back in to their greenish-blue homes. Here is the energy of a populace on whose behalf the war was fought, these poor, the masses, the sansculottes-a populace whose energy can barely be contained, the unruly masses. Chaotic juxtaposition. An inglorious resurrection of sorts.
Bui The Trung Nam aims to express this in his work. He puts 'random' images together: people, objects. His overt theme is the new city and the old city, however the work harbors a generalized anxiety about speed and change. The contemporary aesthetic of these photographs belies an anxiety about social transformation-the classic, oft-propagated idea that sways hearts so easily, that to change means to lose something, to lose one's authenticity, one's identity. Easy to feed off, and to feed with syrupy longings and trite national memory.
The anxiety of being unmoored-of not knowing what the nation will become in ten years time. The anxiety of no plan for the future. Market forces are great to get rich on but they do not provide the security of national plans and a mapped-out and knowable future. Nostalgia for futures, for pasts, for authenticity, for things that are Vietnamese 
In the Age of Schizophrenia that true identity lies in these bits, and we smile at the irony, but Phuoc says that most people just walk in to the studio and behave the way they do in normal life. They do not put a lot of effort in to the ID shot. If this is the case, then those little 3x5cm portraits with the blue backgrounds truly are ID photos. No persona is being especially created.
We all know that cameras lie, they cut things out. This is less interesting that the fact that we willingly comply. Phuoc's clients seem happy to have their identities created out of these little bits-head and shoulders-to have themselves carved up, official, bland and wooden, while other bits hang loosely at the edges of the conformist blue. Vietnamese nor not, we all know the easy and immediate definitions for this place. It is very simple to fall back in to circularity, in to a freeze-dried imagination. Whether we grip onto the trauma, or onto unchanging definitions, it is bad for us. Truc knows this.
In Idle Talks #1 he writes: 'This photo is like an eccentric who keeps saving everything perfectly, irrespective of the passage of time or the flow of water.' Perhaps herein lies the answer to the anxiety lurking in Nam's photographs.
As Truc explained to me: 'a photograph has the power to help us imagine something.
Our experience of something before seeing a photo and after seeing it is always different.' These photographs beg for an expanded vision of possibilities in an age without ready answers. Perhaps at this new, more slippery historical juncture, Saigon and its inhabitants need to subject themselves to the scrutiny of an identity shot. And then take it from there. 
